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telecommunication networks bring
about new applications and services.
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about new applications and services.
 Key challenge is how to price and bill.
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 The production cost for CPi:

 Price is not the only factor and Quality
of Service (QoS) comes into play.
 Networking research community is The utility of each CP:

Network Providers Networking research community is
designing new architectures for the
next generation Internet.
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Users at Demand Markets FIA is expected to be service-oriented
with services at different quality levels
and different costs.  The utility function:
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and different costs.
 ChoiceNet project is a new network
architecture for future Internet.architecture for future Internet.
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Basic Model Numerical Examples  Analyses showed that the network provider will benefit
from charging the content provider if the user is more

Conclusion

 The demand function: We recall the Euler method for the solution of the Variational Inequality Problem
from charging the content provider if the user is more
sensitive toward the network provider’s fee.
 Sensitivity analysis shows that the overall effect of
implementing network neutrality regulations (e.g., having

 Quality defined as the “expected

implementing network neutrality regulations (e.g., having
ptj = 0) may still be both positive and negative depending.

 Quality defined as the “expected
delay," (Kleinrock function):
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